CHAPTER FIVE

In New Zealand, juvenile star Noodlum won twenty

MODERN ERA CHAMPIONS

three of his thirty race starts at two and three, with
fifteen consecutive wins. These included twenty two

The first great Australian speedster of the era was
Reichman whose greatest achievements came in
the opening two years of the Modern Era. He won

Classic Races, most by twenty metres or more, plus
seven race records. Injury plagued at four years of
age, he still managed to win five of his twelve races.

two heats of the Inter Dominion and two Meteor

The eighties saw the arrival of the Meadow Skipper

miles before winning the Miracle Mile. He also

influence with San Simeon recording a record

established an Australian record for geldings and a

twenty consecutive victories on his way to an Inter

world record 1:58.6 on a three furlong track.

Dominion Championship and three consecutive

His achievements were surpassed by the New

Horse of the Year awards.

Zealand bred Mount Eden. Setting a world record

Gundary Flyer was another star three year old that

at three, he then broke the Australian mile record of

went on to win a Miracle Mile while New Zealand

Halwes and recorded nine miles in under two

Harness Horse of the Year, Luxury Liner, won a

minutes in just seven weeks, an amazing feat for

New Zealand Cup and New Zealand Free-For-All,

that time. He also showed enormous courage in

plus two Auckland Cups.

winning both the Western Australian Christmas

Three other outstanding New Zealand mares of the

Handicap and the Miracle Mile after conceding

eighties, who all won Harness Horse of the Year

enormous starts to his opposition through errant

honours, were: Delightful Lady, whose twenty five

barrier manners. He was sold to America but broke

Classic Race wins included two Auckland Cups, and

down before he could show his true ability.

New Zealand Cup winners Armalight and Bonnies

Other champions of the late seventies omitted from

Chance.

the top ten are dual Inter Dominion Champion

The nineties witnessed two New Zealand bred

Hondo Grattan plus Inter Dominion Champion and

champions. Juvenile star Chokin went on to win all

Hunter Cup winner Koala King.

of the major races at home before two Miracle Mile
wins in Australia, while Blossom Lady accumulated
a New Zealand Cup and New Zealand Free-For-All
that she capped off with two Hunter Cup wins.
Four further New Zealand champions of the nineties
could also make a strong case for being among the
top ten. They were: Christopher Vance, who won
the New Zealand Cup as well as two Flying Miles
and a Miracle Mile; Il Vicolo who won three Derbys
plus two New Zealand Cups; Holmes DG who won
four Derbys and two Miracle Miles and fourthly, Our

JUVENILE CHAMPION NOODLUM

Sir Vancelot. He triumphed over the best pacers of
Australia and New Zealand for three years winning

an Australian Pacing Championship, a South

Australian Derby, thrashed his rivals in a world

Australian Cup, two Western Australian Pacing

record breaking performance for the distance.

Cups, a Miracle Mile and was the first horse to win
three successive Inter Dominion Championships.

COURAGE UNDER FIRE

TRIPLE INTERS CHAMPION OUR SIR VANCELOT

As an aged horse he won the Australian Pacing
Championship, the South Australian Cup and five

Two stars of the last decade that warrant attention
are Sokyola whose thirty two Classic Race wins
include two Miracle Miles, plus Inters champion

heats of the Inter Dominion. His career also
included Horse of the Year awards in New Zealand
at ages two, three and four.

Shakamaker, with twenty six Classic Race wins.

CHRISTIAN CULLEN WINS NEW ZEALAND TROTTING CUP
DUAL MIRACLE MILE WINNER SOKYOLA

The opening decade of the current century saw six

Christian Cullen won twenty two of just thirty one

more New Zealand champions. Elsu won three

starts with seventeen Classic Race wins. These

Derbys, two Auckland Cups, a Hunter Cup and an

included the New Zealand Cup, New Zealand Free-

Inter Dominion Championship among his twenty

For-All and the Miracle Mile.

Classic Race wins. He was twice voted Harness

Multi-millionaire Changeover claimed two Derbys

Horse of the Year in New Zealand.

and two New Zealand Cups among his twenty three

Courage Under Fire, won forty one races including

Classic Race wins while Pacer of the Year

twenty four in succession and twenty seven Classic

Auckland Reactor notched up twenty four.

Races. He won six Derbys and in one of them, the
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Finally, Monkey King won over three million, two

Courage Under Fire and Our Sir Vancelot, is due to

New Zealand Cups and a Miracle Mile.

their far higher number of Classic Race wins against

Of those currently racing, Terror To Love, has three

the best of their era over many seasons.

consecutive New Zealand Cups plus four Horse of

As John Hervey noted, champions should also be

the Year awards and dual Miracle Mile winner

measured by the length of time they remain

Smoken Up a remarkable one hundred and twenty

champions. Both of these pacers faced the last of

seven placings in one hundred and fifty race starts.

the standing starts, often from difficult handicaps.

Table 5.1 lists those pacers who have won twenty
six or more Classic Races.

TABLE 5.2 MODERN PACING CHAMPIONS-WIN RATIOS

!

TABLE 5.1 MODERN PACING CHAMPIONS-CLASSIC WINS

Classic Race wins

Classic Race wins

Win ratio

Popular Alm (1976)

27

49/62

.79

San Simeon (1976)

16

33/42

.79

Preux Chevalier (1978)

21

40/53

.76

Blacks a Fake (2000)

32

58/79

.73

Christian Cullen (1994)

17

22/31

.71

Noodlum (1971)

22

28/42

.67

Il Vicolo (1991)

25

31/53

.59

Village Kid (1980)

54

93/160

.58

Chokin (1988)

27

34/59

.58

Elsu (1999)

20

27/47

.58

Westburn Grant (1985)

28

38/67

.57

Shakamaker (1995)

26

46/81

.57

Pure Steel (1971)

35

68/127

.54

Gammalite (1976)

44

94/179

.53

Im Themightyquinn

42

56/107

.52

Hondo Grattan (1968)

16

58/116

.50

Our Sir Vancelot (1990)

25

48/97

.50

Village Kid (1980)

72

Paleface Adios (1969)

55

Smoken Up (2002)

55

Gammalite (1976)

49

Pure Steel (1971)

48

Im Themightyquinn (2004)

43

Blacks a Fake (2000)

43

Koala King (1972)

42

Young Quinn (1969)

39

Sokyola (1996)

33

Blossom Lady (1984)

32

Delightful Lady (1973)

31

Popular Alm (1976)

30

Monkey King (2002)

30

Our Sir Vancelot (1990)

29

Westburn Grant (1985)

28

Chokin (1988)

28

Courage Under Fire (1995)

28

!

Shakamaker (1995)

27

Paleface Adios (1969)

52

108/239

.45

Il Vicolo (1991)

26

Young Quinn (1969)

35

59/133

.44

Pure Steel (1971)

35

68/127

.54

Popular Alm (1976)

27

49/62

.79

Gammalite (1976)

44

94/179

.53

Preux Chevalier (1978)

21

40/53

.76

Village Kid (1980)

54

93/160

.58

Finally, Table 5.3 lists my ten greatest pacers in

Westburn Grant (1985)

28

38/67

.57

chronological order. Although Paleface Adios and

Blacks a Fake (2000)

32

58/79

.73

Young Quinn won less than half of the races they

Im Themightyquinn (2004)43

56/107

.52

The win ratios for the leading performers are
presented, in Table 5.2. Only those performers who
managed to win half their races are included.

TABLE 5.3 GREATEST MODERN AUSTRALASIAN PACERS

Classic Race wins

Win ratio

ran in, their inclusion ahead of champions such as
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The pedigrees and careers of each of the ten

YOUNG QUINN 1969 (1:55.0US - $759,227)

pacers chosen are analysed briefly.

The pedigree of Young Quinn belongs more in the

You can display their pedigree by following the
hyperlink attached to their names. This will then
allow you to search their records more fully.

earlier period, having a collection of the great sires
of the thirties and forties with none of the Modern
Era American sires being present.
Young Quinn won five Classics Races at two but

PALEFACE ADIOS 1969 (1:57.6TT - $535,640)

made his greatest mark as a Free-For-All performer
on both sides of the Tasman as well as America.

The first grandson of Adios to make an impression

His greatest wins were the 1975 Miracle Mile from

in Australia. His pedigree has trotting influence

the extreme outside draw on the half mile Sydney

through Light Brigade and Mr McElwyn while his

track and his Inter Dominion Championship in New

fourth dam has three strains of Childe Harold.

Zealand during the same year. He also mastered

Famous for his distinctive white face, Paleface

the extreme outside draw in his 1975 American

Adios was probably the most popular horse to ever

Pacing Classic triumph.

grace Australian harness tracks. At age three, while
capturing three Derbys, he became the first three

PURE STEEL 1971 (1:56.9TT - $915,302)

year old outside America to win in two minutes.
Paleface Adios won in all ten seasons that he raced
during which he was victorious in over one hundred
races. His fifty two Classic Race wins exceeded any
other Australian harness horse until surpassed by
Village Kid. Along the way he became the youngest
Australian pacer to earn one hundred thousand
dollars and set a world record for a standing start.
He was eight times the winner of Inter Dominion
heats, more than any other horse, but the final
eluded him on all four occasions that he competed.

Although his grand dam won the Inter Dominion
Championship in 1947, Pure Steel was yet another
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of the great champions who failed to win this event,

GAMMALITE 1976 (1:55.8 - $1,386,480)

despite four attempts that included five heat wins.

A champion pacer who succeeded in each year that

He won every other feature Classic Race in
Australia with four consecutive Western Australian
Pacing Cups, three Hunter Cups and a Miracle Mile.
He lowered Mount Edenʼs track record and was the
first harness horse in Australasia to win in excess of
five hundred thousand dollars.

he raced, eventually becoming the first pacer
outside America to win more than one million
dollars. At two, he won eleven of eighteen races,
including ten consecutive wins. He won another
twelve of seventeen at three and sixteen of twenty
nine at four.

POPULAR ALM 1976 (1:53.2TT - $710,883)

Although having a 3x3 to Adios, neither his sire nor
broodmare sire made any further contribution to
Australasian breeding. Note the impact of Globe
Derby and Raider through maternal inputs.
After beginning his five year old season with fifteen
consecutive wins, Popular Alm took all before him,
being voted Harness Horse of the Year as a seven
year old with his wins including the Miracle Mile and
Hunter Cup.

He is the third most prolific Classic Race winner in
Australasia and has four South Australia Cups, a
Hunter Cup, an Auckland Cup and a Western
Australian Pacing Cup among his massive tally of
twenty one Cup victories.
His greatest successes came as an aged pacer
being three times the Grand Circuit Champion of
Australia and twice the Inter Dominion Champion.
PREUX CHEVALIER 1978 (1:54.3 - $791,331)

He finished the year as the fastest Australian pacer
of all time. In his Australian Pacing Championship
win, he set a new Australasian race record and won
as the shortest priced favourite ever in an
Australasian race. However, following a track injury
in an unsuccessful come back, he was retired.
Along with San Simeon, he can still claim the
highest wins to starts ratio of any Australasian
horse.

Another of the Axworthy sire line that proved so
successful in New Zealand, Preux Chevalier raced
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mainly in Australia. He won the Western Australian

WESTBURN GRANT 1985 (1:55.6 - $2,074,916)

Triple Crown and Western Australian Championship

Winner of three Derbys, Westburn Grant became

at four, and that year became the fastest horse in

the first three year old to win Harness Horse of the

Australian pacing history, At five he won the

Year honours in Australia. He went on to win dual

Western Australian Pacing Cup and Fremantle Mile.

Pacing Cups in both South Australia and Western

As a six year old, Preux Chevalier was almost
invincible. He won the Miracle Mile in race record
time, followed by the Hunter Cup, then was
undefeated in the heats and final of the Inter
Dominion Championship. This was his final season
of racing and culminated with him being voted
Harness Horse of the Year.

Australia in addition to an Australian Pacing
Championship, an Inter Dominion Championship, a
Miracle Mile and more than two million dollars in
earnings. He won twenty eight Classic Races, broke
a series of track records along the way and
collected two more Harness Horse of the Year
awards.

VILLAGE KID 1980 (1:55.5 - $2,117,870)

Unfortunately his stud career was disappointing and
Besides a 3x4 cross to Light Brigade, the pedigree

he left only one Classic Winner.

of Village Kid has little to suggest his brilliance. His
sire Gramatan sired only one other performer of any

BLACKS A FAKE 2000 (1:53.8 - $4,179,693)

note and his broodmare sire Regal Yankee just two.
With only three minor race wins from nine three
year old starts in New Zealand, he was exported to
Western Australia. He had an almost immediate
impact as a four year old, defeating champion Preux
Chevalier in the Pacing Cup. Village Kid went on to
win this event and the Fremantle Mile four times. He
also won a Miracle Mile, a Hunter Cup and an Inter
Dominion Championship after being undefeated in

His dam was a moderately performed mare by

all four heats. He was voted Harness Horse of the

Vanston Hanover, giving him a 3x3 cross to

Year twice and retired at age thirteen as the

Albatross. He is also from the successful Red

wealthiest pacing gelding in the world with over two

Diamond maternal family.

million dollars in earnings.
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Blacks a Fake was a tough campaigner from his

lines descending from Adios, Albatross and Most

three year old debut season in which he won seven

Happy Fella.

of his ten races. Injury kept him off the track until
five when he began with nine consecutive wins
followed by victory in the Inter Dominion
Championship. He raced until nine, becoming the
first pacer to be Inter Dominion Champion on four

The great American trotting progenitors, Stars Pride
and Speedy Crown occur in only three of the top ten
while Light Brigade and U Scott each feature in four
pedigrees. The pedigree and performance of each
of the ten is outlined briefly.

occasions. He also won a Hunter Cup and was
twice voted Harness Horse of the Year.

Great performers that did not make the final list
include Nigel Craig who won forty two races with

His earnings of over four million dollars made him
the wealthiest pacer in the history of harness racing
at the time.
IM THEMIGHTYQUINN 2004 (1:50.4 - $4,507,456)

fifteen Classic Race wins including a Dominion
H a n d i c a p a n d t w o N e w Z e a l a n d Tr o t t i n g
Championships. He was twice voted Trotter of the
Year and was the first to better two minutes in New
Zealand.
Easton Light was a dual winner of both the
Dominion Handicap and the New Zealand Trotting
Free-For-All, won a Rowe Cup and was three times
Trotter of the Year.
Even Speed won two Derbys, a Rowe Cup, twenty
two races and Trotter of the Year honours at both
three and four before being sold to America.

His pedigree is unfashionable yet his race manners,
speed and endurance have won him three Inter
Dominion Championships, three Western Australian
Pacing Cups, three Fremantle Cups and three
Australian Harness Horse of the Year awards. All of
these have been in consecutive years.
He will retire as the wealthiest pacer in Australian
harness history.
MODERN TROTTING CHAMPIONS

NZ TROTTER OF THE YEAR EVEN SPEED

Australasian trotters have never received the level
of respect afforded pacers, with only three states

David Moss, by a French sire, took two Dominion

having a meaningful racing program. As such only

Handicaps and a Rowe Cup as well as being

three of the ten trotters chosen were bred in

awarded Trotter of the Year once in Australia and

Australia while four were from leading pacing sire

twice in New Zealand.
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One of the few great descendants of the pacing

TABLE 5.4 TOP TROTTERS: CLASSIC RACE WINS

Classic Race wins

champion Single G, Petite Evander also carried the
highly successful Light Brigade-U Scott cross.

At seven she began a five year campaign in Europe
and America against many of their top performers.
She won twenty one races including a victory over
Savoir and in the process trotted twenty six sub two

True Roman (1980)

42

Lyell Creek (1993)

31

Sundons Gift (2001)

29

Take a Moment (1995)

29

Knight Pistol (1987)

29

Easton Light (1964)

29

I Can Doosit (2005)

27

Touch Merchant (1966)

27

Tussle (1976)

27

Pride of Petite (1987)

26

Scotch Notch (1977)

24

Stormy Morn (1974)

20

One Over Kenny (2001)

19

No Response (1971)

17

Scotch Tar (1973)

17

TABLE 5.5 MODERN TROTTING CHAMPIONS-CLASSICS

Record

Ratio

Maoris Idol (1972)

40/46

.87

Court Jester (1971)

25/36

.69

Another pacer turned trotter, No Response won the

I Can Doosit (2005)

36/55

.66

1979 Trotters Inter Dominion, New Zealand Trotting

La Coocaracha (1996)

23/36

.64

Championship and Harness Horse of the Year

Scotch Notch (1977)

52/89

.58

award at eight years of age.

Take a Moment (1995)

39/67

.58

True Roman (1980)

73/135

.54

Lyell Creek (1993)

56/113

.50

minute miles, more than any other Australasian
table 5.4 modern trotting champions-classics

The best of the Stars Pride sire line in Australasia,
the dam of Tussle also has the successful Light

One Over Kenny (2001)

32/66

.49

Brigade cross with U Scott.

Sundons Gift (2001)

41/86

.48

After winning the Rowe Cup and National Trot at

Even Speed (1973)

22/53

.42

nine, then the Dominion Handicap and National Trot

No Response (1971)

42/60

.40

at ten, Tussle was unbeaten in winning the Inter
Dominion Trotting Championships at age eleven.

Finally, Table 5.6 ranks my ten greatest Modern Era

She closed out her career as a twelve year old by

trotters in chronological order. Note that half of the

setting a national trotting standing start record.

ten have been inducted into the Inter Dominion Hall

Table 5.4 ranks those trotters who have achieved

Of Fame.

seventeen or more Classic Race wins while Table
5.5 ranks those with who have won forty percent or
more of their race starts.
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SCOTCH NOTCH 1977 (T1:55.6TT - $670,755)

TABLE 5.6 MODERN AUSTRALASIAN TROTTERS

!

Classic Race wins

Record

Ratio

Maoris Idol (1972)

13

40/46

.87

Scotch Notch (1977)

24

52/89

.58

True Roman (1980)

42

73/135

.54

Knight Pistol (1987)

29

55/181

.30

Pride of Petite (1987)

26

35/142

.25

Lyell Creek (1993)

31

56/113

.50

Take a Moment (1995) 29

39/67

.58

One Over Kenny (2001)19

32/66

.49

Sundons Gift (2001)!

29!

41/86!

.48

I Can Doosit (2005)!

27!

36/55!

.66
Scotch Notch is somewhat of an enigma given the
presence of pacing super sires Adios and Billy

MAORIS IDOL 1972 (T1:59.3 - $98,821)

Direct and only one trotting line in her pedigree. She
is also the only progeny of her maternal family that
won a Classic Race at the trotting gait. She was by
far the fastest progeny of her sire.
After an inconspicuous debut at three, she took out
the Victorian Trotters Oaks as her season finale. At
four she won eleven of thirteen starts. At five she
became Inter Dominion Trotting Champion and in a
time trial trotted an Australasian and world record.
She took a second Inter Dominion Championship

Although from a pacing sire line, half of the sixty

along with an Australasian Trotting Championship, a

black type performers in his maternal family are

New Zealand Dominion Handicap and victories in

trotters. Regarded by many as the greatest ever

every Grand Circuit trotting event. Her Australasian

harness horse in Australia, Maoris Idol was the first

trotting record for mares stood for twenty five years.

trotter in Australia to better two minutes.
He won a record twenty four successive races,
broken when a close second in the Inter Dominion
Trotting Final from the back mark.

She was voted New Zealand Trotter of the Year at
six and Australian Trotter of the Year three times.
Scotch Notch completed her career in America as a
nine year old, winning thirteen of forty four starts

Many of his victories were achieved with ridiculous

and American earnings in excess of two hundred

ease and by large margins. His greatest victory was

thousand dollars.

the Dullard Cup. Maoris Idol also raced against and
defeated the best pacers of his day, including
Paleface Adios.
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TRUE ROMAN 1980 (T2:02.2 - $530,732)

Knight Pistol shaved a massive two and a half
seconds off the Australasian mile race record prior
to his retirement.
PRIDE OF PETITE 1987 (T1:57.4 - $811,816)

The most prolific Classic Race winner of all
Australasian trotters, True Roman began his career
with Classic Race wins at two and three then raced
though to age eleven on the Grand Circuit, winning

Although foaled in America, Pride Of Petite is

an Inter Dominion Championship, an Australasian

included on this list because she is from a New

Trotting Championship, two South Australian

Zealand maternal family and her career was

Trotting Cups, two Dullard Cups, three Howe Cups

performed almost entirely in Australasia.

and four Cochran Cups along the way.

Her dam Petite Evander, who is also on this list, had

He finished an unlucky runner up in a second Inter

concluded her career in America and was voted

Dominion Championship after winning both heats.

Mare Trotter of the Year before being sent to stud.
Pride Of Petite was then exported back home.

KNIGHT PISTOL 1987 (T1:56.4 - $612,203)

Although a winner of only one in every three of his
races, Knight Pistol achieved all but one of his
twenty nine Classic Race wins in his final three
years of racing from age ten onwards.

The twenty six Classic Race wins by Pride Of Petite
place her among the five most successful Classic
Race winners in Australasian trotting. She was twice
the Inter Dominion Trotting Champion and three
time winner of the New Zealand National Trot. She
also won a Bill Collins Mile and Dullard Cup.
Pride Of Petite took divisional Trotter of the Year
honours on six occasions. She raced in the Inter
Dominion Championships on six occasions. this
resulted in two championship victories and induction
into the Inter dominion Hall of Fame. She held the
New Zealand mile record for trotting mares for

As well at winning two Trotter of the Year awards in

twenty four years.
these three years, he won the Australasian Trotting
Championship in Melbourne and a Classic Race in
both New Zealand and Norway as well as being
placed in two Inter Dominion Championships.
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LYELL CREEK (T1:52.2 - $1,556,822)

While his sire is bred on the successful Speedy

Another breeding anomaly. The pedigree of Lyell

Crown-Super Bowl cross, his dam is the only

Creek is predominantly pacing, except for his

Classic Progeny by her French sire. Take A Moment

maternal family. This family has produced quality

is by far the best of the three Classic Winners in his

performers of both gaits. The best of the others is

branch of the Pride of Lincoln family.

the closely bred pacer Harnetts Creek.

Although he did not manage a Classic Race win at
four or five, he was victorious in the Inter Dominion
Championship in track record time at age six, then
became a dual winner by taking the event again two
years later.
At seven he was beaten only twice in sixteen starts,
both times by the mare La Coocaracha. He then
took out the Bill Collins Mile in track record time and
the Australian Trotting Grand Prix in a mile rate of

Lyell Creek, nicknamed “Creek the Freakʼ by

T1:59.8. This gave him the honour of becoming the

harness fans, is the wealthiest trotter in Australasian

first trotter in Australasia to better the two minute

history and his thirty one Classic Race wins include

barrier over a mile and a half distance.

victories in every race on the Australasian Grand
Circuit plus victories in Europe and America.
He won the Inter Dominion Trotting Championship
as well as being a three time winner of both the
Dominion Handicap and Rowe Cups, was dual
winner of the National Trot and Dullard Cup and
winner of the Australasian Trotting Championship.
He was Trotter of the Year in both Australia and

He was also a dual winner of the New Zealand
Trotting Free-For-All, National Trot and Rowe Cup.
At eight he streeted his opponents to win the New
Zealand Free-For-All before winning his third
successive Dominion Handicap while recording
eighteen consecutive wins.
ONE OVER KENNY 2001 (T1:57.0-$1,060,394)

New Zealand in both 2000 and 2001 prior to his
overseas campaigns, then won the award again in
New Zealand upon his return.
TAKE A MOMENT 1995 (T1:57.2 - $1,132,695)

One Over Kenny is by leading New Zealand trotting
sire Sundon from a largely pacing family, although
his dam had raced as a trotter. His broodmare sire
Pointer Hanover produced just two Classic Progeny
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and his maternal family only eight other Classic

I CAN DOOSIT

2005 (T1:55.5 - $1,377,319)

Winners in its relatively brief existence.
Despite his relatively weak maternal side, he won
both the New Zealand Oaks and the Great Northern
Trotting Derby against the colts, then went on to
become the best trotting mare in Australasia in the
current century. Her victories include an Inter
Dominion Championship, two Rowe Cups plus
Trotter of the Year awards in both Australia and New
Zealand.
SUNDONS GIFT! 2001 (T1:54.3- $1,275,264)

A completely American bred pedigree involving
frozen semen of leading American stallion Muscles
Yankee, gives I Can Doosit a 3x3 cross to Speedy
Crown on maternal lines.
His race career earned him two Inter Dominion
Championships and entry to the Inter Dominion Hall
of Fame. He also won the Rowe Cup twice and
Trotter of the Year awards in both New Zealand
(twice) and Australia.
I Can Doosit retired with five national records

His pedigree shows four strains of Stars Pride and
two strains of the Hal Dale pacing line on his
maternal line. His grand dam won seventeen

including fastest ever trotter in New Zealand,
although his time of T1:55.5 has since been
bettered by Cyclone U Bolt.

Classic Races including heats of the Inter Dominion.
Sundons Gift became the fourth trotter to enter the
Inter Dominion Hall of Fame following Pride of
Petite, Scotch Notch and Take A Moment, after
winning two Inters finals himself.
He

amassed twenty nine Classic Race wins and

was twice the Grand Circuit Champion. Sundons
Gift also raced in Europe without luck and retired as
the only Australian trained trotter to win more than a
million dollars in Australia.
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